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ABSTRACT: The effect of PdCl2 on the hydrogen storage properties of MgH2 has been investigated in the present 
study. The results indicated that the desorption temperature was reduced after the addition of PdCl2 and 20 wt % doping 
amount showed the best performance in terms of onset dehydrogenation temperature as compared with undoped MgH2. 
The desorption temperature of MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 was decreased about 275 °C compared to 375 °C and 420 °C for 
as-milled and as-received MgH2, respectively. The de/rehydrogenation kinetics of the doped MgH2 also improved after 
doping with PdCl2. From the Kissinger analysis, the apparent activation energy, Ea, for hydrogen desorption was reduced 
from 142 kJ/mol for as-milled MgH2 to 99 kJ/mol after the addition of 20 wt % PdCl2. From the X-ray diffraction result, 
it is believed that the formation of the new species of PdH0.778, MgCl2 and Mg6Pd during the ball milling or 
de/rehydrogenation process might actually be responsible for the catalytic effects, and thus, further enhanced the 
hydrogen storage properties of the MgH2. 
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1. Introduction  

Hydrogen is expected to play an important role in the 
future energy economy based on the environmentally 
clean sources and carriers. However, for the 
commercialization of hydrogen as a major energy carrier, 
particularly in the mobile applications, hydrogen suffers 
from several major drawbacks especially in terms of 
storage. The storage of hydrogen in solid state widely 
suggested for the potential solution for compact and safe 
hydrogen storage for both stationary and mobile 
applications as a long term alternative. Among the solid 
state hydrogen storage materials, MgH2 has been 
considered as a promising hydrogen storage material based 
on its advantages such as large hydrogen storage capacity 
(7.6 wt %), good reversibility, low cost and abundant 
resources [1]. Despite it benefits, the high decomposition 
temperature and slow desorption/absorption kinetics 
hinders the use of MgH2 as a hydrogen storage material for 
practical applications [2, 3]. Many efforts have been done 
to reduce the decomposition temperature and improve the 
de/rehydrogenation kinetics of MgH2 such as by ball 
milling [4, 5] adding with different kind of catalysts [6-14] 
and causing reaction with other hydrides (destabilized 
system) [15-18]. Various studies have shown that by 
adding catalysts, a significant effect on the hydrogenation 
properties of MgH2 is produced. 

So far, however, the effects of metal chloride on the 
hydrogen storage properties of MgH2 has not been 
explored as thoroughly as other catalysts such as metal 
[19-23], metal oxides [24-29], and metal fluorides [12, 30-
34] and the state of the metal chloride catalyst and its role 
were still unclear. Mao et al. [35] reported that by doping 
MgH2 with NiCl2 or CoCl2, the dehydrogenation 
temperature and sorption kinetic have been improved. 
They found that a hydrogen absorption capacity of 5.17  

wt % can be reached in 60 s at 300 oC for the MgH2/NiCl2 
sample while pure MgH2 can just absorb 3.51 wt % 
hydrogen at 300 oC in 400 s. From the previous study by 
Ismail et al. [6] on the effect of LaCl3 on the hydrogen 
storage properties of MgH2, the results showed that the 
sample doped with 10 wt % LaCl3 started to decompose at 
around 300 oC, which was 50 oC lower than as-milled 
MgH2. Meanwhile, the onset dehydrogenation temperature 
of the 10 wt % FeCl3- doped MgH2 sample is reduced by 
about   90 oC compared to the as-milled MgH2, and the 
sorption kinetics measurements indicated that the FeCl3-
doped sample displays an average dehydrogenation rate 5-
6 times faster than that of the undoped MgH2 sample [36]. 
All the above studies claim that the improvement of 
hydrogen storage properties of the MgH2 in the presence 
of metal chloride due to the catalytic effect of the active 
species that were form in situ during the heating process. 
So, it is of interest to further investigate the addition of a 
different type of metal chloride material and examine the 
difference in the way they take effect and therefore gain a 
deeper understanding of the modification of 
de/rehydrogenation process of MgH2. 

In addition, for the best of author’s knowledge, no 
research has been found that surveyed the role of PdCl2 on 
the hydrogen storage properties of MgH2 alone. However 
the effect of PdCl2 additive on Mg-25 wt % Mg2Ni 
composite has been studied by Wang et al. [37]. They 
reported that the absorption rate of the composite with 
PdCl2 was fast and the hydrogen storage capacity was 
more than that of the composite without PdCl2 which is 
Mg-25 wt % Mg2Ni-1.5 wt % PdCl2 reacted rapidly with 
hydrogen at 373 K, the hydriding process was finished 
within 5 min and the maximum hydrogen storage capacity 
reached 3.48 wt %. They claimed that PdCl2 dispersed on 
the surface of Mg-based alloy by ball milling shows 



important catalytic effect on the hydrding/dehydring 
process. In addition, the peaks of PdCl2 or any active 
species do not appear in the XRD pattern at all conditions. 
Meanwhile, Bardaji et al. [38] have studied the effects of 
several metal chlorides on the thermal decomposition 
behavior of α-Mg(BH4)2. They found that by using VCl3, 
CeCl3, RuCl3, MoCl3 and PdCl2 as dopants, the hydrogen 
desorption of Mg(BH4)2 can be slightly improved. It also 
has been reported that the absorption and desorption rates 
are enhanced for nanocrystalline magnesium powder 
modified with Pd [39]. Furthermore, from the previous 
studies by Ismail et al. [40], they believed that the 
significant improvement in the hydrogen storage 
properties of MgH2 doped with chlorides of transition 
metals Hf and Fe is due to the catalytic effect of in-situ 
generated metal species and MgCl2 that were formed 
during the dehydrogenation process. 

Therefore, in this paper, the effect of ball milled MgH2 
doped with PdCl2 is investigated in order to combine the 
transition metal cations and chlorine anions to prepare for 
a MgH2-metal chloride system. A pressure-composition-
temperature (PCT) apparatus, X-ray diffraction (XRD), 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) have been used to investigate 
their hydrogen storage properties and reaction mechanism. 
 
2. Experimental  

The MgH2 (98% purity) and PdCl2 (98% purity) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received 
without pretreatment. All handlings of the powder, 
including weighing and loading were performed in an 
argon atmosphere MBraun Unilab glove box. The MgH2,        
MgH2 + 10 wt % PdCl2 mixture, MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2  
mixture and MgH2 + 30 wt % PdCl2  were milled in a 
planetary ball mill (NQM-0.4) for 1 h, by first milling at 
15 min, resting for 2 min and then milling for another 15 
min with 3 cycles in a different direction  at a rotation 
speed of 300 rpm using hardened stainless steel vials and 
stainless steel balls. The ratio of the weight of the balls to 
the weight of the powder was 80:1.  

For the temperature-programmed-desorption (TPD) 
and the rehydrogenation and dehydrogenation kinetic 
measurements, about 100 mg of the sample was loaded 
into a sample vessel in the glove box. The experiments 
were performed in a Sieverts-type pressure-composition 
temperature (PCT) apparatus (Advanced Material 
Corporation). For the TPD experiment, all the samples 
were heated in a vacuum chamber and the amount of 
desorbed hydrogen was measured to determine the lowest 
decomposition temperature. The heating rate for the TPD 
experiment was 5 oC/min and samples were heated from 
25 oC to 450 oC. The rehydrogenation kinetics under a 
hydrogen pressure of 35 atm and the dehydrogenation 
kinetics under a hydrogen pressure of 1.0 atm were studied 
at 300 oC and 320 oC respectively.  

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis of the 
dehydrogenation process was carried out on a Mettler 
Toledo TGA/DSC 1. About 2 – 6 mg of sample was 
loaded into an alumina crucible in the glove box. The 
crucible was then placed in a sealed glass bottle in order to 
prevent oxidation during transportation from the glove box 
to the DSC apparatus. An empty alumina crucible was 
used as the reference material. The samples were heated 

from room temperature to 500 oC under an argon flow of 
50 mL/min, and different heating rates were used. The 
microstructures of the samples were characterized by 
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM; JEOL JSM-
6360LA) by setting the samples on carbon tape and then 
coating them with gold spray under a vacuum. Meanwhile, 
the phase structures of the samples before and after 
desorption as well as after rehydrogenation were 
performed using a Rigaku MiniFlex X-ray diffractometer 
with Cu Kα radiation. θ-2θ scans were carried out over 
diffraction angles from   20° to 80° with a speed of 2.00 
°/min. All the samples were also prepared in the glove box 
in order to minimize the oxidation of the sample. To avoid 
exposure to air during the measurement, the sample was 
spread uniformly on the sample holder and covered with 
scotch tape and sealed in plastic wrap.  
 
3. Results and Discussion  
3.1 Dehydrogenation Temperature 

Figure 1 shows the temperature-programmed-
desorption (TPD) patterns for the dehydrogenation of as-
received MgH2, as-milled MgH2, MgH2 + 10 wt % PdCl2, 
MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 and MgH2 + 30 wt % PdCl2. The 
as-received MgH2 started to release hydrogen at about 420 
°C, with a total dehydrogenation capacity of 7.42 wt % H2 
by 450 °C. After milling, the onset desorption temperature 
of MgH2 was reduced to about 375 °C with total capacity 
of hydrogen desorped was about 6.75 wt %, indicating that 
the milling process also influences the onset desorption 
temperature of MgH2, as reported by Huot et al. [4].  
 

 
Figure 1: The temperature-programmed-desorption (TPD) 
patterns for the dehydrogenation of as-received MgH2, as-
milled MgH2, MgH2 + 10 wt % PdCl2, MgH2 + 20 wt % 
PdCl2 and MgH2 + 30 wt % PdCl2 
 

After doping with PdCl2, the onset desorption 
temperature of MgH2 decreased dramatically. The addition 
of 10 wt % PdCl2 caused decreases in the desorption onset 
of about 65 °C which is 310 °C. Further increasing the 
amount of PdCl2 to 20 wt % reduced the onset desorption 
temperature to 275 °C but the amount of hydrogen 
released dropped to about 5.7 wt % H2. Meanwhile, after 
raising the doping amount to 30 wt %, there was  more 
loss of hydrogen released content and the onset desorption 
temperature was also higher than 10 wt % and 20 wt % 
which was at about 330 °C. 
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The reduction of hydrogen capacity after adding the 
samples with 20 wt % and 30 wt % of PdCl2 may be due to 
the excessive catalytic effect brought about by the 
relatively high level of the added PdCl2. This phenomenon 
was almost the same with our previous paper [9]. 
However, from the result in Figure 1 it was shown that the 
20 wt % doping amount shows the best performance in 
terms of onset dehydrogenation temperature. Thus this 
doping amount is chosen for further analysis. 

 
3.2 De/rehydrogenation Kinetics 

In order to investigate the performance of the hydrogen 
desorption kinetics of the MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2, the 
isothermal dehydrogenation kinetic was measured at 
constant temperature of 320 °C under 1.0 atm pressure as 
shown in Figure 2. The dehydrogenation of MgH2 was 
also included for comparison purposes. The MgH2 + 20 wt 
% PdCl2 sample release about 4.4 wt % H2 after 60 min. In 
contrast, pure MgH2 only releases about 1.2 wt % H2 
within the same time. Comparing the two results of the 
doped samples showed a significant improvement with 
respect to dehydrogenation kinetic. 

 

 
Figure 2: Isothermal dehydrogenation kinetic of MgH2 
and MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 at 320 °C 
 

Figure 3 compares the results of the isothermal 
rehydrogenation kinetics of the as-milled MgH2 and MgH2 
+ 20 wt % PdCl2 samples at 300 ºC and under 35 atm 
hydrogen pressure. Although the absorption capacity value 
for the doped MgH2 sample is less than as-milled MgH2 
after 10 min, the sample of 20 wt % PdCl2 doped MgH2 
shows faster rehydrogenation kinetic compared to the 
undoped MgH2. The as-milled MgH2 sample absorbs 
about 0.9 wt % H2 after 1 min. In contrast, the doped 
MgH2 sample can absorb about 1.4 wt % H2 within 1 min. 
Taken together, these results suggest that the 
rehydrogenation kinetics of MgH2 can also be improved 
by doping with PdCl2.  
 
3.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry  

The thermal properties of as-received MgH2, as-milled 
MgH2 and MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 were further identified 
by DSC within the 25 – 500 °C temperature range with the 
results as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that, the DSC 
curves for all the samples displayed only one strong 
endothermic peak which corresponds to the decomposition 

of MgH2. The DSC curve of as-received MgH2 shows the 
desorption temperature at approximately 458.56 °C. 
Meanwhile, the hydrogen desorption temperature for the 
as-milled MgH2 and MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 shows that 
the peak of DSC curves has been moved to the lower 
temperatures as compared with as-received MgH2. The 
DSC curves for the as-milled MgH2 and MgH2 + 20 wt % 
PdCl2 samples had strong endothermic peaks at 426.18 °C 
and 382.74 °C, decreased by approximately 32.38 °C and 
75.82 °C, respectively. The reduction of the peak 
temperature in the DSC result indicated that the 
dehydrogenation properties of MgH2 were significantly 
enhanced by adding PdCl2. However, the onset desorption 
temperatures of the samples from the DSC results were 
shown slightly higher than TPD. These phenomena may 
be due to the different atmosphere and heating rates used 
in the two types of measurements as explained in our 
previous paper [41-44]. 
 

 
Figure 3: Isothermal rehydrogenation kinetic of MgH2 and 
MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 at 300 °C under 30 atm 
 

In order to determine the effects of PdCl2 addition on 
the activation energy of MgH2, the Kissinger analysis [45] 
was used according to the following equation: 
 
          ln[β/Tp

2]= -EA/RTp + A                                         (1) 
 
where β is the heating rate, Tp is the peak temperature in 
the DSC curve, R is the gas constant, and A is a linear 
constant. Thus, the activation energy, EA, could be 
obtained from the slope in a	 plot of ln[β/Tp

2] versus 
1000/Tp. Figure 5 shows the DSC traces at different 
heating rate for as-received MgH2 (Figure 5a), as-milled 
MgH2 (Figure 5b) and MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 (Figure 
5c).  

From the Kissinger plot of the DSC data as shown in 
Figure 6, the apparent activation energy, Ea, for the as-
received MgH2 (Figure 6a) and as- milled MgH2 (Figure 
6b) was found to be 183 kJ/mol and 142 kJ/mol, 
respectively. After being co-doped with 20 wt % PdCl2 
(Figure 6c), the apparent activation energy was lower than 
as-received and as-milled MgH2, which was reduced by 84 
and 43 kJ/mol, respectively (99 kJ/mol). This result 
indicates that the apparent activation energy has been 
reduced after doping with PdCl2 and thus helps to improve 
the dehydrogenation behavior of MgH2. 
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Figure 4: DSC traces of as-received MgH2, as-milled MgH2 and MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 (heating rate: 20 °C/min; argon 
flow: 50 mL/min) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: DSC traces at different heating rates for (a) as-received MgH2, (b) as-milled MgH2, and (c) MgH2 + 20 wt % 
PdCl2 
 
3.4 Scanning Electron Microscope 

Figure 7 shows the corresponding SEM images of the 
as-received MgH2, as-milled MgH2 and the as-milled 
MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2. The SEM images illustrated that 
the particle size of the as-received MgH2 (Figure 7a) had 
an angular shape and the particle size was larger than as-
milled MgH2 and PdCl2-doped MgH2 (about 100 µm). 
Meanwhile, as can be seen from   Figure 7b the particle 
size of MgH2 reduced drastically after ball milling for 1 h. 

However, the particle size was not homogenous and some 
agglomeration existed in the sample.  

In addition, the result indicated that the particle size of 
PdCl2-doped MgH2 (Figure 7c) was smaller than the as-
milled MgH2 and appeared to have less agglomeration. It 
has been reported that the reduction in particle 
agglomeration and growth resulted in the improvement of 
the hydrogen storage properties of the light metal hydrides                   
[46]. Meanwhile, a smaller particle size helps  to  improve 
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the hydrogen absorption and desorption, because it will 
reduce the diffusion length and makes the particle surface 
larger [47]. Hence, it can be speculated that the hydrogen 
storage properties of MgH2 has been improved after 
adding the PdCl2 due to the reduction in the particle size 
and less agglomeration. 
 
3.4 X-ray Diffraction  

To clarify the phase structure of the doped samples, 
XRD analysis was performed on the 20 wt % PdCl2 doped 
MgH2 sample after 1 h ball milling, after dehydrogenation 
at 450 oC, and after rehydrogenation at 300 oC under 35 
atm, as shown in Figure 8. The result shows that after 1 h 
ball milling (Figure 8a), besides the peaks of MgH2, there 
was a peak corresponding to the PdH0.778 and minor PdCl2 
phase existed.  

After the dehydrogenation at 450 oC (Figure 8b), there 
were distinct peak of Mg, indicating that the 
dehydrogenation of MgH2 was completed. The 
transformation of the MgH2 to Mg is represented by the 
following equation:  

 
        MgH2 → Mg + H2                                                  (2) 
 
Meanwhile, new diffraction peaks of the MgCl2, PdH0.778  
and also Mg6Pd were detected after dehydrogenation 
process indicating that the reactions of MgH2 and PdCl2 
may have occurred and could be postulated as: 
 
      MgH2 + PdCl2 → MgCl2 + PdH0.778 + 0.611H2       (3) 
 

       6MgH2 + PdH0.778  →  Mg6Pd + 6.389H2         (4) 
 
 For the rehydrogenated sample (Figure 8c), it can be seen 
that the peak of Mg was largely transformed into MgH2. 
The peaks of Mg6Pd, MgCl2 and PdH0.778 were still present 
after the rehydrogenated process.		

Returning to the results posted above, it is now 
possible to state that the onset decomposition temperature 
and de/rehydrogenation kinetic of MgH2 have been 
improved after the addition of PdCl2. The formation of the 
PdH0.778  particle which resulted from the reaction of the 
MgH2 and PdCl2 during ball milling and 
de/rehydrogenation process may play an important role in 
the enhancement of MgH2 storage properties.	On the other 
hand, the new species of MgCl2 and Mg6Pd may also 
introduce an extra catalytic effect on MgH2 sorption 
properties. From the previous studies it has been reported 
that the chlorine based product, MgCl2, may contribute to 
the enhancement of the de/rehydrogenation kinetics by 
serving as active site for nucleation and creation of the 
dehydrogenated product by shortening the diffusion 
distance of the reaction ions [6, 9, 48].	Meanwhile, from 
the study by Weng et al. [49] on the addition of Pd 
nanoparticles on the dehydrogenation performance of 
LiBH4/MgH2 composite, the result shows the formation of 
the reaction products of Mg6Pd and PdH after 
de/rehydrogenation process. Therefore, the catalytic effect 
of PdH0.778 and MgCl2 may further combine with the 
catalytic function of Mg6Pd species to generate a 
synergetic effect thus further improve the performance of 
the hydrogen storage properties of MgH2. Since, it was
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Kissinger plot of dehydrogenation for (a) as-received MgH2, (b) as-milled MgH2, and (c) MgH2 + 20 wt % 
PdCl2 
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Figure 7: SEM micrograph of (a) as-received MgH2, (b) as-milled MgH2, and (c) MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 
 
 

 
Figure 8: XRD patterns of the MgH2 + 20 wt % PdCl2 (a) after milling, (b) after dehydrogenation at 450 °C, and (c) after 
rehydrogenation at 300 °C 
 
 
believed that the uses of catalysts can promote the 
dissociation and recombination of hydrogen at the hydride 
surface and even added in small amounts can enhance the 
formation of hydride in reasonable extent [50]. However, 
in this study the amount of 20 wt % PdCl2 doped with 
MgH2 showed the best result in onset desorption 
temperature compared to other amount of PdCl2 doped 
MgH2.  
 
4. Conclusion  

The present study was designed to determine the effect 
of PdCl2 on the hydrogen sorption properties of MgH2. 
The results of this investigations show that the addition of 
PdCl2 reduced the onset desorption temperature of MgH2. 
It can be seen that, 20 wt % doping amount indicates the 
decreasing of the desorption temperature by 100 °C  and 
175 °C for as-milled and as-received MgH2, respectively. 
Thus, this doping amount is chosen for further analysis. 
Meanwhile, the de/rehydrogenation kinetics of the doped 
MgH2 was also improved as compared to undoped MgH2. 

The apparent activation energy calculated from the 
Kissinger analysis showed the reduction from 142 to 99 
kJ/mol after the addition of 20 wt % PdCl2. In addition, the 
reduction in the particle size and less agglomeration may 
also help to improve the hydrogen sorption properties of 
MgH2. It is believed that, the formation of new species of 
PdH0.778, MgCl2 and Mg6Pd during the ball milling or 
de/rehydrogenation process might be actually responsible 
for the catalytic effects, and thus, further improved the 
hydrogen storage properties of the MgH2. 
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